












An area in the east southern part of the Suwa Lake in Nagano prefecture was similar to Shikoku, a place pro-
tected by a barrier where people could live. 

Shiratori was the only hero in charge of protecting it.

-"Shiratori-san, how's the situation there?"

-"Not fantastic; not that it has ever been since that day three years ago"

-"...No kidding"

Wakaba strived not to sound too gloomy.

Originally, a larger area with the Suwa lake at the center was a safe zone, but due to the repeated attacks that 
followed during the three years, land was lost and only a portion in the east southern area of the lake could 
be maintained.

-"For now, Maintaining the status-quo wou-...bzzzzzt......ity"

Shiratori's voice was cut.

-"Sorry, It appears there was some noise"

-"Right; As I was saying, maintaining the status-quo should be our priority for now. is line of 
ccommunication has been getting more and more unstable lately"

-"Yeah..."

-"I wonder how much longer we'll be able to use it..."

As she thought about it, Wakaba felt slightly depressed. In order not to show it, she quickly changed the sub-
ject.

-"Speaking of which, Shiratori-san. Isn't it about time we settled our score..."

-"Yes, I myself was thinking the exact same thing. Today is the day we put an end to it..."

Shiratori gave a bold response.
 
-"Which of the two is superior, Udon or Soba!!"
 
Both voices spoke at the same time.

-"Udon is obviously superior, there is no room for comparison"

-"Exactly, no comparison is needed. Soba is clearly better"

-"...-"...What foolishness. Have you even tasted Kagawa's Udon before? at 
mysterious feel to it, that glittering whiteness, that excquisite deliciousness that you can never get enough 
of...Something like Soba could never compare"

-"fufufu, and have YOU ever eaten Nagano's Soba, Nogi-san? at elegant 
fragrance, that rich feeling of it going down your throat, that perfect combination of soup and 
noodles...It is superior to Udon in every way"
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Next up was combat training. Hinata alone was taken to a different place for her Miko training.

-"Aah~; e sight of Wakaba-chan engrossed in her training...her sparkling sweat and 
ustered skin...I want to add it all to my Wakaba-chan collection..."

Hinata always says while looking disappointed, but she of course wouldn't disobey orders for such a 
selsh reason.

e te training menu was varied, from exercises to build up stamina to basic teachings of martial arts and 
even zen meditation to strengthen the mind.

Ever since that day 3 years ago, Wakaba and the others haven't fought any Vertex, but eventually, in 
order to take the world back from them the battle can not be avoided. ere was also a high possibility 
Shikoku would be attacked soon. Preparations for a ght were of the utmost necessity.
 
 
  
Morning period has ended, and it was time for lunch break. e 6 always headed to the cafeteria 
together.

Wakaba was the one who suggested they always ate lunch together this way; It could be a great help in 
improving their teamwork.

CChikage and Tamako slightly objected at rst. Chikage preferred eating alone, while Tamako didn't 
want rules applied to her mealtime as well. But when Yuuna said "Meals always taste better when eaten 
together!", Tamako let out a better smile while Chikage said "If Takashima-san says so..." and both 
ended up agreeing.

ere were adults as well in the cafeteria. e teachers in charge of the girls' education, and members of 
the organisation given full authority by the government to deal with the Vertex, "Taisha". "Taisha" was 
written with the characters for "Great Shrine", and has been publicly active ever since the start of the 
invasion.
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Each of the girls served herself and they all gathered at a single table. ey were not charged for their 
food.

Although it was a self-serve format, they all ended up with Udon on their plates; the toppings 
differed however.

-"e meal aer training tastes the best!"

Yuuna said with a carefree smile, as she slurped her Udon.
 
CChikage looked at her pleasantly.

-"Hey, Anzu. Watch your manners"

Anzu was reading a book while eating, Tamako then snatched it away from her.

-"Aah! But I was just getting to the good part..."

Anzu let out a sad voice. e book she was reading was a Shoujo novel aimed at mid-high schoolers. 
She loved reading and always had a book stuffed in her pocket.

-"No buts. Finish your meal, then you can have it back"

-"-"Fi~ne..."

Anzu gave up and went back to her Udon.

-"...Still, why do we have to go through training every single say"

Tamako said grumbling.

-"It's because only heroes have a chance against the Vertex..."

-"I know that, Hinata. But normal middle school girls usually hang out with their friends...Or fall in 
love or something. at's the kind of life they should be leading, no?"

TTamako sighed to herself.

-"is is an extreme emergency situation. Having our freedom slightly limited can't be helped."

Tamako crossed her arms, not convinced by Wakaba's answer.

-"Hmmm...."

-"If we refuse to cooperate, mankind will meet its doom. We have to become the spears that prot-"

-"I know! I am fully aware, but still"

Tamako raise her voice, then immediately looked down and mumbled.
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-"I see...I also used to have the same worries at rst, but you eventually stop thinking about such 
things.....bzzzt.....Reality is much more heavy than thoughts, and forces us to make certain 
decisions"

Shiratori sounded as if those words were meant for her as well.
 
 
e days passed by without any major changes.

WWakaba and the others went to classes and received their Hero and Miko training as usual.

Once in a while, someone would display a hint of discomfort or uneasiness, but it had no impact on 
their daily lives.
 
 
 
e noise-lled calls to Nagano also continued.

-"-"We're getting nowhere constantly arguing about Udon and Soba...bzzzt...Let's talk about a 
different specialty today"

-"very well, we here at Marugame in Kagawa, have Honetsukitori, a dish that'll have anyone who tasted 
it once get addicted to it."

-"Fufufu, Nagano has Shinshuumiso whose name resounds throughout all of Japan...!"
 
 
TTraining at school is the same as always.
 
 
Contact with Nagano was also kept regularly.
 
 
HHowever, there were days where the line would be so unstable, or completely unusable. e amount of 
static also increased which made the interchange harder and harder.
 
 
 
A few weeks later, the situation at Nagano became decisive.

-"I'm sorry, e line....bzzzt....bad......bzzzt...."

e ne noise was rather high that day; from the way she spoke, a slight hint of exhaustion could be felt 
from Shiratori's voice.

-"What's wrong? Did something happen?"

-"...No, I just had to ght a rather persistent Vertex...bzzzt....ack seems to have damaged the 
radio...bzzzt.....might not be able to talk for a while.....bzzzzt....I'm sure you also have your fair share of 
worries, but do your best....bzzzt.....everything will be okay. I also thought it was an impossible task at 
rst.....bzzzt....was able to keep on going for two more years....bzzzzt.........."

Nogi Wakaba is a Hero






